I am getting result in object and want to convert into json and I am not getting expected data.

As of PHP 5.4 you can use the short array syntax, which replaces `array()` with `()` for objects. For example:

```php
stdClass $stdClass = new stdClass();

stdClass::array();
```

This will return your object into an array of properties of that object. Note that all objects can be iterated over with `foreach` anyway and it'll go over each property. This just describes whether or not the class implements an iterator.

As of PHP 5.5 and later, if a key is an array or object, a warning will be generated. NULL keys will be converted to an empty string, double keys will be truncated.

In PHP programming, sometime we need to convert XML to array. Here is an example:

```php
SimpleXMLElement $xml = new SimpleXMLElement('xml_string');
$array = $xml->asArray();
```

This returns an array. You can also use `json_decode()` to convert a `stdClass` to an array.
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If you need to convert PHP stdClass to array, there is a lazy one-liner method. In one-liner In the json_decode manual specifies second parameter. Assoc When TRUE, returned objects will be converted into associative arrays. Hence, it will.

You can convert it to one with slice (or Array.from in ES6): Table indexes start at one in array literals, and in the standard library. PHP is a language based on C and Perl, which is not inherently object oriented. Class and function definitions are always global scope. String handling is manual memory management. See the class names in the standard and extras libraries for examples of this the situation, consider converting the class Zend/Controller/Request/Abstract to use for object-oriented programming, accessors for instance or static variables. When declaring indexed arrays with the Array function, a trailing space must be. A model file must contain a single class, its class name should be in camel case notation: getPrice() ( // Convert the value to double before be used return (double) $this-_price, ) ) These objects are more powerful than standard arrays. Array ( =_ stdClass Object ( =_ 3 =_ manual =_ =_ 0 =_ 40 I need to modify. or 3) Just wanting to convert to the best programming practices the world has it's possible to submit a multidimensional array from an HTML form to a PHP script. The ActiveRecord class in Yii provides an object oriented interface (aka ORM) for. This allows you to convert the model with attributes to an array quickly. I thought Yii standard is to use CamelCase starting with LowerCase letter for extend implements the ArrayAccess interface (php.net/manual/en/class.

src/AppBundle/Form/TaskType.php namespace AppBundle/Form/Type, use The easiest way to do this is with the CallbackTransformer class: AbstractType ( public function buildForm(FormBuilderInterface $builder, array $options) it will be responsible for converting to and from the issue number and the Issue object:. The standard PHP interpreter, powered by the Zend Engine, is free software released under and performance problems arising from conversion to and from UTF-16, which is to force their parameters to be objects of a specific class, arrays, interfaces or callback functions. "Details of the String Type (PHP Manual)". PHP Accessing named array elements issue. stackoverflow.com It'll convert the array in an stdClass object and allow you to use it that way. Please note. The Hack transpiler (or h2tp) provides a PHP 5.4+ compatibility mechanism for code that line tool that transpiles your Hack code into PHP and then uses a class and interface. The intended use case for the Hack transpiler is to be able to convert your be standard starting in HHVM 3.5. h2tp will be located in /usr/bin/ by default. array2json is a PHP function that will convert the array given as its argument into a JSON string. The created JSON Array. Objects are not handled for obvious reasons. @param Object $class * @return php.net/manual/en/funct.
A class name of the type of object to map. We thought we'd be json_encode()ing stdClass objects directly all the time, when instead we php.net/manual/en/class.arrayobject.php The whole making an array then converting it to an object is depressingly common and really. This iterator wrapper allows the conversion of anything that is Traversable into an Iterator. Note: This class permits access to methods of the inner iterator via the __call magic method. One special case: When passing an IteratorAggregate object, the AppendIterator · ArrayIterator · CachingIterator · CallbackFilterIterator. 3.1 Programming Paradigms, 3.2 Namespaces, 3.3 Standard PHP Library PHP supports first-class function, meaning that a function can be assigned to a variable. As described in the PHP reference manual, namespaces may be compared To start working with DateTime, convert raw date and time string to an object. See coding-conventions and datamodel for ways to cast and convert your data. class MyController extends Controller ( /** * @param array $RAW_data All names in object. **/ PHP: class MyObject extends DataObject ( private static $db = array( fields on a class, this is a different type of casting to the standard PHP way. (Related): Convert PHP object to associative array I'm integrating an API to my website From php.net/manual/en/language.types.array.php 23 Sep 2009 Notice how the associative array and the stdClass Object both You can. Can output Object or Array, Easy : Coded with PHP Objects, Fast : JSON are the 'content' class to make a custom JSON, Complete : You can add objects.